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Platonists in Germany.] W. XmtoaUwskL ' Stylometrisches.' [The
-author of The Origin and Growth of Plato's Logic defends his stylo-
metric mode of determining the chronology of Plato's Dialogues against
the criticism of Zeller.] Dr. 'Walter Sohmidt (Breslau). ' Fr. Bacos
Theorie der Induktion.' [Examines the Baconian views (A) of the
object of knowledge generally; (B) of the knowing subject; (C) of the
relation between the object and the subject; and on this examination
bases a criticism of Bacon's philosophical method.] Dr. Frit* 8om-
xuerlad (Giessen). ' Aus dem Leben Philipp Mainlanders.' Becensionen,
e tc

VlERTELJAHRSSCHRITT FUR WlSSENSCHAFTLICHE I'HILOSOPHIE. Jahrg.
xxii., Heft3. F. Caratanjen. 'DerEmpiriokritizismus. (ArtikelIII.)'
[Discusses the ' expression-values' Thing, Thought, Perception and Idea,
and explains the theoretical behaviour of the mind by reference to the
conception of the vital series. As against Wundt, it is maintained
that the philosophy of Avenarius is not a naive realism.] B. Reich.
' Schubert-Soldern iiber die soziale Frage.' [Discusses Schubert-Soldern's
work entitled Das tnenschliche Gliick und die soziale Frage.~\

ARCHIV FUR SYSTEMATISCHE PHILOSOPBIE. Bd. iv., Heft 3. Nicolas
•von Grot. ' Die Begriffe der Seele und der psychischen Energie in der
Psychologic' [It is maintained that there is an interchange of energy
between material process and conscious process. The hypothesis is pro-
pounded that the most immediate correlate of conscious process is not
nervous matter, but ether.] E. Koch. ' Bichard Avenarius' Kritik der
reinen Erfahrung (Schluss).' Naville. ' Le principe general de la
classification des sciences.' [Adopts as principle of division the three
questions: What is possible ? What is real ? and What is good ?]
JAHRESBERICHT iiber die Erscheinungen auf dem Gebiete der systema-
tischen Philosophie: F. JodL 'Jahresbericht iiber die Erscheinungen
der Ethik aus dem Jahre 1895.'

PHILOSOPHISCHES JAHRBUCH. Band xi., Heft 1. C. Gutberlet. 'Die
Krisis in der Psychologie.' [Psychology is ever occupying more ground,
and threatens to absorb the whole of Philosophy, Logic, Metaphysic, Ethic
and Law. Most modern Psychologists take a purely experimental stand-
point, as is proved by quotations. But Empiricism cannot be a founda-
tion for any science; even more than old Nominalism, it renders all
science impossible.] Joa. Geyser. 'Der Begriff der Kdrpermasse.'
[Conclusion. Admitting ultimate atoms, we must admit that they are
extended; inextended atoms are an absurdity. They must also have
density, as a principle of unity and resistance to outward impacts, and
the writer considers that elasticity is also an essential attribute of these
atoms.] Fr. X. Pfeifer. ' Ueber den Begriff der Auslosung.' [Con-
clusion. The author continues to follow the process of ' Auslosung ' (or
the setting free of one activity by another) in the problem of sensitive
and intellectual cognition. The outward stimulus sets free the sensitive
act; this in its turn occasions internal feeling, and in presence of the
latter, the intellect acts and produces the idea. In neither case ought
' Auslosung' to be confounded with ' cause '.] EL Dentler. ' Der NoOr
nach Anaxagoras.' [In this first article the writer endeavours to set
forth Anaxagoras' idea of the voie, as principle of the universe, its
immateriality, aseity, simplicity and omniscience; correcting and ex-
plaining the fragments which remain to us, by means of passages of
Aristotle referring to Anaxagoras or his doctrine.] J. Bach. ' Zur Ges-
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chichte der Schatzung der lebenden Krafte'. [Continuation. Descartes'"
idea of matter was mere extension, this was combated by Leibniz, who
rightly added to that idea mobility and resistance. In matter tending
to move but resisted by other matter, we must also admit vis mortua ;•
if it actually moves, it has vis viva, which increases in proportion to the
square of its velocity. From the conservation of energy we deduce the-
constancy of the laws of nature.]

RIVISTA ITALIANA DI FILOSOFIA. January-February, XJ. Ferri.
' L'Evoluzione Filosofica.' [In the general history of human culture, phil-
osophy has always been preceded by dogmatic Theology. The next step
has been to determine, define and systematise the body of ascertained
truth underlying the beliefs of Theology. When Theology is rationalised
and freed from external authority, it tends to become Philosophy-
Philosophy is defined in a Hegelian sense as the nnity and totality of
all knowledge, and contains within itself an analytic and synthetic pro-
cess, or as the writer later explains, an external find internal aspect.
The external consists mainly in the relation of Philosophy to the various,
special sciences, in which connection it is shown how the various sciences
split off from general Philosophy, and conversely how science has repaid
its debt to Philosophy by providing new material in many directions.
The internal aspect of the Evolution of Philosophy consists in an ever-
growing profundity in the examination of the fundamental Ideas of
Thought, joined with a more precise determination both of the powers.
'and limits of thought, and this idea is traced out in an outline of various
tendencies of modern thought.] A. Codara. ' Seneca Filosofo e S.
Paolo P. Covotti II "Cosmos Noetos" di Plotino nella sua Posizione-
Storica.1 [Both, of which are continuations of discussions already
noticed.] A. Gnesotto. ' Interesse e Disinteresse nei Sentimenti ed in
particolare nei'Sentimenti Morali.' [This is a criticism of views recently
published by Prof. Cantoni. The writer maintains, by a review of the
various classes of feelings, that feeling as such cannot inspire a truly
disinterested action. Morality can only spring from the " divine idea,
of duty," and the fact that the moral law is " disinterested " tends to-
show the existence of disinterested feelings.] G. B. Oerini. ' Di una.
Definizione dell' Allievo criticata dal Professore Morando.' Bollettino.
Rivista Straniere. Recenti Pubblicazioni.

VIII.—NOTE.

AWARD OF WELBY PRIZE.

The Welby Prize of £50, offered for the best essay on ' The causes of
the present obscurity and confusion in psychological and philosophical
terminology, and the directions in which we majT hope for efficient
practical remedy,' has been awarded to Dr. Ferdinand Tonnies, of
Hamburg. A translation of the successful essay will appear in MINI>
shortly.

ERRATUM. (JULY, 1898.)

P. 438, 1. 1, for " Weismann " read " Wasuiann ".
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